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Introduction

Nowadays, parallel computing plays a key role in high performance computing and gradually replaces traditional super computers. In a parallel
computer system, all computing units (processors), which are are linked by
certain networks, have similar structures with certain processing ability [6].
Efficient algorithms with satisfactory performance guarantee to allocate the
computing resources is a crucial issue in such a complex system. Unfortunately, in general many traditional scheduling algorithms are not able to
fulfil the requirements, due to the large amount of communication which
is performed via the networks for data transmission, synchronization and
other scheduling overhead among the processors allotted to the same task.
Thus, many parallel task (PT) models have been proposed for this problem, among which the malleable task (MT) model (sometimes also called
moldable task) proposed in [38] is a promising model and that has been
employed in real application [2]. In the MT model, the processing time of
a task depends on the number of processors allotted to it. The overhead of
communication and synchronization is implicitly included in the processing
time. The idea of MTs is to provide an alternative strategy to model the
communication delays. Usually, an MT is a task including elementary operations (e.g., a numerical routine or a nested loop) which contains sufficient
parallelism for being processed on multiprocessors. Thus, the sequential
task can be regarded as a special case of the MT model. In most cases, the
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Figure 1: A precedence graph and a corresponding feasible schedule.
users have enough knowledge of the behaviour of the MTs, which leads to
enough information of parallelisation. The MT model has been employed to
computation for realistic applications [2, 23].
In general, there are three types of MT models based on the actual
behaviour of parallel tasks. In the first model (MT1), the processing time
of an MT is an arbitrary function of the number of processors allotted. In
the second model (MT2), the processing time of an MT is decreasing in the
number of processors allotted, while the work function (the product of the
processing time and the processor number) is increasing in the number of
processors allotted. These assumptions are based on the well-known Brent’s
Lemma [4], which states that the parallel execution of a task achieves some
speedup if it is large enough, but does not lead to super-linear speedups.
In the third model (MT3), the processing time has the same behaviour as
in MT2, while the speedup function (the reciprocal of the processing time
function) is concave in the number of processors allotted. This is based on
the real behaviour of a class of massive parallel computers [33, 34, 35].
We shall study two categories of MTs corresponding to tasks without
relations among them, and to applications composed of large tasks, respectively. In the first category, we are given independent MTs (called IMTs),
such that there is no dependence the tasks. In the second category, a task
can be executed by processing MTs linked by their precedence constraints
(called PCMTs), which are determined in advance by the data flow among
MTs. According to the given precedence, we can construct a precedence
graph, which is a directed acyclic graph, where the vertices represent the set
of MTs, and arcs represent the set of precedence constraints among MTs
(see Figure1).
In an instance of MT scheduling, given n independent or precedentconstrained MTs (MT1, MT2 or MT3) and m homogeneous (identical)
processors, we wish to find a feasible schedule with the minimum makespan
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Cmax (the maximum completion time). In a feasible schedule, each task is
executed simultaneously on all processors allotted to it until its completion
time without interruption, and each processor executes at most one task at
any time. For PCMTs, the precedence constraints are further required.
Since classical parallel task scheduling problems are special cases of MT
scheduling, their complexity results apply directly to MT scheduling. Thus,
MT scheduling is N P-hard [11]. IMT scheduling is proven to be strongly
N P-hard even for the case of only 5 processors, and IMT scheduling for
3 processors is shown pseudo polynomial time solvable [10]. However, the
complexity of IMT scheduling for 4 processors is open. On the other hand,
PCMT scheduling is shown N P-hard in strong sense [10], and the lower
bound on the approximation ratio is 4/3 [21]. Hence, people are interested
in approximation algorithms with complexity polynomial in the input size
(or ε−1 , where ε is the given accuracy).
Most existing approximation algorithms for MT scheduling are based on
a two-phase approach proposed by Turek, Wolf and Yu [38]. In the first
phase, an allotment problem is solved (approximately) such that each task
is allotted a number of processors. Then in the second phase, the resulting
non-MT scheduling is to be solved (approximately). It is clear that if we
are able to apply an approximation of allotment with a ratio ρ and an
approximation of non-MT scheduling with a ratio µ, then we are able to
develop an r-approximation algorithm, where r = ρµ. In general, based on
the above strategy, there are two following methodologies for IMT scheduling
and PCMT scheduling, focusing on non-MT scheduling (the second phase)
and on the allotment problem (the first phase), respectively:
• Since we consider the makespan as the optimization criterion, the second phase for IMT is essentially identical to the 2-dimensional strip
packing problem [1, 5, 37, 19], which is to pack (without rotation) a
set of given rectangles with width bounded by 1 into a strip with width
1 and unbounded height, and the maximum height of the rectangles is
minimized. In this case, the allotment problem is usually formulated
as a knapsack problem or its variants. The approximation algorithms
in this category can be found in [27, 26, 29, 30, 15, 14].
• For PCMT scheduling, in general the allotment problem is solved by
dynamical programming for tree precedence constraints [24, 25] or by
approximation algorithms for the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem
[36] as in [25, 39, 17, 18]. The non-MT scheduling in the second phase
is then delivered by a variant of list scheduling algorithm [12].
4

We shall review four approximation algorithms for MT scheduling in this
chapter. In Section 2 we shall show a 3/2-approximation algorithm for IMT
scheduling (MT2) [24],
√ and then an AFPTAS for IMT scheduling (MT1) [14]
in Section 3. A (3 + 5)/2-approximation algorithm for PCMT scheduling
with tree precedence (MT2) [25] √is introduced in Section 4. Finally, we
shall discuss in Section 5 a (3 + 5)-approximation algorithm for PCMT
scheduling with general precedence (MT2) [25], and its improvement for
MT2 and MT3 models [18, 17, 39].

1.1

Notations

Instances of IMT and PCMT scheduling contain a set T of n tasks and a set
of m identical processors. Each task Jj can be executed on any integer number l ∈ {1, . . . , m} of the given processors, and the corresponding discrete
positive processing time is pj (l). In addition, a PCMT instance contains
a directed precedence graph G = (V, E), where V = {1, . . . , n} represents
PCMTs, and E ⊆ V × V represents precedence constraints among PCMTs.
If there is an arc (i, j) ∈ E, then task Jj cannot be processed before the completion of task Ji . Task Ji is called a predecessor of Jj , while Jj a successor
of Ji . We denote by Γ− (j) and by Γ+ (j) the sets of the predecessors and of
the successors of Jj , respectively. We also assume that pj (0) = ∞ as no task
Jj can be executed if there is no processor available. Furthermore, given a
processing time pj (l), its speedup function is defined as sj (l) = pj (1)/pj (l),
and its work function is Wj (l) = lpj (l). In addition, in some cases the work
of a task Jj is also regarded as a function of its processing time, denoted by
wj (pj ) = lpj (l) = Wj (l).
In a schedule, each task Jj has two associated values: the starting time
τj and the number of processors lj allotted to task Jj . A task Jj is called
active during the time interval from its starting time τj to its completion
time Cj = τj + pj (lj ). A schedule is feasible if at any time t, the number
of
P active processors does not exceed the total number of processors, i.e.,
j:t∈[τj ,Cj ] lj ≤ m, and if there is no preemption and migration. For the
PCMT case, a feasible schedule further requires that the precedence constraints τi + pi (li ) ≤ τj are fulfilled for all i ∈ Γ− (j).
Now we consider the models of MTs as follows:
• MT1: There are no special constraints on the processing time or work.
• MT2: The following two constraints are required:
1. The processing time p(l) of a malleable task J is non-increasing
5

in the number l of the processors allotted to it, i.e., p(l) ≤ p(l0 ),
for l ≥ l0 ;
2. The work of a malleable task J is non-decreasing in the number
l of the processors allotted to it, i.e., W (l) ≤ W (l0 ) for l ≤ l0 .
• MT3: The following two constraints are required:
1. The processing time p(l) of a malleable task J is non-increasing
in the number l of the processors allotted to it, i.e., p(l) ≤ p(l0 ),
for l ≥ l0 ;
2. The speedup function of a malleable task J is concave in the
number l of the processors allotted to it, i.e., pj (1)/pj (l) = sj (l) ≥
[(l − l00 )sj (l0 ) − (l − l0 )sj (l00 )]/(l0 − l00 ) = pj (1)[(l − l00 )/pj (l0 ) − (l −
l0 )/pj (l00 )]/(l0 − l00 ), for any 0 ≤ l00 ≤ l ≤ l0 ≤ m.

2

A 3/2-Approximation Algorithm for IMT Scheduling

The original strategy in [38] for IMT scheduling in general leads to an effective mechanism to design approximation algorithms. However, its power and
its limitation are that the ratios of this kind of algorithms strongly depend
on the improvement of the ratio for the strip packing problem. Thus, direct
application of this approach can only lead to an absolute performance ratio
of 2 based on [37]. In order to avoid being limited by
√ the best known approximation result for the strip packing problem, a ( 3 + ε)-approximation
algorithm for IMT scheduling (MT2) was proposed in [29], and the ratio
was further improved to 3/2 [30].
The approximation algorithm for IMT scheduling (MT2) applies the dual
technique. An r-dual approximation algorithm for IMT scheduling (MT2)
which takes a real number d as an entry and
• either delivers a schedule of length at most rd;
• or gives a correct answer that there exists no schedule of length less
than d.
Furthermore, a lower bound C max can be computed such that C max ≤
∗
≤ 2C max [27]. Therefore, a binary search approach can result is an
Cmax
(r + ε)-approximate solution provided an r-dual approximation algorithm,
for any ε > 0.
6

The 3/2-dual approximation algorithm for IMT scheduling (MT2) is
shown in Table 1.
• Remove the set TS of small tasks whose processing times on one processor are at most d/2.
• Find an allotment for the remaining tasks such that any task has a
processing time at most d. Partitioned the remaining tasks into two
sets T1 and T2 , consisting of the tasks with processing times strictly
greater than d/2 and at most d/2, respectively.
• Apply basic transformations to generate a feasible 2-level schedule.
The allotment may be changed according to the transformations, while
no task is allotted more processors than in the initial allotment.
• Schedule the tasks in TS .

Table 1: The 3/2-dual approximation algorithm for IMT scheduling (MT2)
in [30].
Lemma 2.1 If a schedule of length 3d/2 exists for T \ TS with work md −
WS , then there exists an MT schedule of length at most 3d/2.
In the second and the third steps of the algorithm in Table 1, an allotment
for tasks in T \ TS is developed with respect to the following constraints:
(C1) The total work of this allotment is at most md − WS .
(C2) The set T1 of tasks with processing times strictly greater than d/2,
which are to be scheduled in level S1 , uses at most m processors.
(C3) The set T2 of tasks with processing times at most d/2, which are to
be scheduled in level S2 , uses at most m processors.
Obviously, an allotment satisfying all above three constraints for tasks in
T \TS defines a 2-level schedule of length at most 3/2d, which allows an 3/2approximate solution to IMT scheduling (MT2). This allotment is obtained
by the second and the third steps of the algorithm in Table 1.
In the second step, a 2-level schedule for T \ TS satisfying constraints
(C1) and (C2) is established by a knapsack algorithm. Denote by lj (x)
7

the smallest number of processing time at most x. Indeed, the following
knapsack problem is to be solved: to minimize the total work of the tasks in
T \TS subject to the constraint that the tasks in T1 use at most m processors
in total, i.e.,
P
P
minT1 ⊆T
Wj (lj (d)) + Jj 6∈T1 Wj (lj (d/2))
J
∈T
1
j
P
s.t.
Jj ∈T1 lj (d) ≤ m.
The knapsack problem is N P-hard [11], but allows a pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm [28, 32] by dynamic programming, with a running time O(nC),
where C is the capacity of the knapsack problem. In our case, the capacity is
m, so we are able to conduct the second step of the algorithm in time O(mn).
If the returned solution to the knapsack problem has a total work greater
than md − WS , then there exists no solution to the scheduling problem
with a makespan at most d, and the dual approximation algorithm gives a
correct negative answer to the entry d. Otherwise, a feasible schedule can be
obtained by the transformations of the third step of the algorithm in Table
1.
Lemma 2.2 If there exists a schedule of length at most d, then solving the
knapsack formulation of the problem gives an allotment satisfying constraints
(C1) and (C2).
With the allotment attained by solving the knapsack problem, we have
obtained a solution with tasks in T1 in level S1 and the others T2 = T \ (TS ∪
T1 ) in level S2 . However, the constraint (C3) may be violated. Hence, some
transformations are conducted to modify the shape of the 2-level schedule
and to create a new area S0 whose processors are continuously busy in the
whole interval [0, 3d/2]. The transformations are as follows:
(T1) If a task Jj in S1 has a processing time at most 3d/4 and is allotted
to lj > 1 processors, then allocate Jj to lj − 1 processors in S0 .
(T2) If Jj and Jj0 in S1 both have processing times at most 3d/4 and both are
allotted to 1 processors, then allocate Jj and Jj0 to the same processor
in S0 . In the special case that Jj is the only remaining sequential task
with processing time at most 3d/4, it is put on top of a task in S1 (if
one exists) that has a processing time greater than 3d/4, such that the
completion time of Jj does not exceed 3d/2.
(T3) Denote by q the number of idle processors in S1 . If there exists a task
Jj in S2 such that its processing time on q processors is bounded by
8
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Figure 2: The two-shelf schedule from initial allotment to the final schedule
by transformations.
3d/2, then place Jj on lj processors, where lj is the smallest integer
in {1, . . . , m} such that the processing time pj (lj ) ≤ 3d/2. According
to the resulting processing time, Jj is either scheduled in S0 or in S1 .
The above transformations can be conducted in any order. Then the resulting schedule is feasible (see Figure 2) and the following lemma holds:
Lemma 2.3 The algorithm that performs the transformations (T1), (T2)
and (T3) for a solution to the knapsack problem delivers a feasible schedule
of length at most 3d/2 and total work md − WS .
Combining Lemma 2.1 and 2.3, together with the binary search strategy,
a (3/2 + ε)-approximation algorithm is obtained:
Theorem 2.1 There exists a (3/2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for IMT
scheduling (MT2).

3

An AFPTAS for IMT Scheduling

Given an allotment of IMTs, non-MT scheduling is identical to strip packing.
Based on this idea, a 2-approximation algorithm is proposed in [26, 27] from
the 2-approximation of strip packing in [37]. Since there is an AFPTAS for
strip packing [19], a natural question is whether there exists an AFPTAS
for IMT scheduling. Thus in this section we shall review an AFPTAS for
IMT scheduling (MT1) with processing times at most 1 presented in [14].
9
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The main ideas of the AFPTAS are as follows: First an approximate preemptive schedule with migration for IMT scheduling (MT1) is constructed
by linear programming. Then the preemptive schedule is converted to an
approximate non-preemptive schedule by computing a unique allotment for
almost all MTs with a new rounding technique. We shall show the details
of this AFPTAS in the following.
In the preemptive model, each task can be interrupted at any time before
its completion at no cost and resumed later. In addition, migration is allowed
for this preemptive schedule, where each task may be assigned to different
processor sets during its difference execution phases [3, 10, 9]. Then the
preemptive scheduling problem can be formulated as the following linear
program [16]:
P
min
f ∈F xf
X
P 1
xf ≥ 1, j = 1, . . . , n;
s.t.
l
(1)
pj (l)
−1
f ∈F :|f

(j)|=l

xf ≥ 0,

∀f ∈ F.

The set F denotes the set of all configurations. The variable xf indicates
the length of configuration f in the schedule, and |f −1 (j)| is the number
of processors allotted to task Jj in configuration f . Clearly, the optimal
objective value of (1), i.e., the length of the optimal preemptive schedule
with migration, is a lower bound of the length of the optimal non-preemptive
IMT schedule.
The linear program (1) can be approximately solved by binary search on
the optimum value and testing in each step the feasibility of a system of (in)equalities for a given g ∈ [dmax , ndmax ], where dmax = maxj={1,...,n} dj and
dj = minl pj (l). Notice that the length of an optimal preemptive schedule
is at least dmax and at most ndmax . Now the system of inequalities is given
as follows:
X 1
X
xf ≥ 1, j = 1, . . . , n, (xf )f ∈F ∈ B,
pj (l)
−1
l

where

f ∈F :|f

(j)|=l





X
B = (xf )f ∈F |
xf = g, xf ≥ 0, f ∈ F .


f ∈F

This can be performed approximately by computing an approximation solution to the following problem:
10


 X 1
λ∗ = max λ|

pj (l)
l




X

xf ≥ λ, j = 1, . . . , n, (xf )f ∈F ∈ B

f ∈F :|f −1 (j)|=l



,

(2)
which can be viewed as a fractional covering problem with convex set B
and n covering constraints. Thus, the (1 − ε)-approximation algorithm for
fractional packing problems in [13] can be employed, provided a block solver
that, for a price vector y ∈ Rn+ , computes
Pn

P

yj
· xjl
pj (l)
s.t.
l · xjl ≤ m;
j = 1, . . . , n;
l xjl ≤ 1,
xjl ∈ {0, 1},
l = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n.

max

j=1
l
Pn P
Pj=1 l

(3)

This is indeed the multiple-choice knapsack problem (a generalized knapsack problem with different choices for tasks). Lawler [20] showed a (1 − ε)approximation algorithm for this problem. Hence, we have developed an
FPTAS for the preemptive IMT scheduling (MT1) with migrations. In the
second phase of the algorithm, the resulting preemptive schedule is converted
to a non-preemptive schedule.
The conversion phase consists of two steps. First, a unique processor
allotment for almost all tasks is generated. Afterwards a new rounding technique is applied and a constant number of tasks with non-unique processor
numbers are removed. Then an instance of strip packing with one rectangle
for any remaining tasks is obtained, and its approximate solution leads to
an approximate solution to IMT scheduling (MT1).
Let pmax = maxj maxl pj (l). For each task
PJj ∈ T and each processor
number l, the fraction is defined as xj,l = P f ∈F :|f −1 (j)|=l xf /pj (l) ≥ 0.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that l xj,l = 1. Then an instance
of strip packing is constructed, with rectangles of height xj,l pj (l) and width
l, for xj,l > 0. Denote by Lw the set of rectangles with width l > ε0 m
and Ln the remaining rectangles, where ε0 is defined later. Similar to the
AFPTAS for strip packing in [19], for the wide rectangles in Lw , a stack
packing can be introduced, such that the total height of wide rectangles
H = H(Lw ) is the height of the stack, and the stack is divided into M
groups, where M is defined later (see Figure 3). Let Wj,l be the set of
widths inP
groupPi corresponding to task Jj . The total area of narrow tasks
is An = nj=1 l≤ε0 m xj,l pj (l)l, and they are placed in group 0. For each
11

4H/M
group 4
3H/M
group 3
2H/M
group 2
H/M
group 1
0

Figure 3: The stack packing for rounding.
P
group i ∈ {0, . . . , M } and task Jj , let zj,i = w:w∈Wj,i yj,i (w) be the fraction
of task Jj executed in group i. Denote by ai and bi the smallest and the
largest widths of group i. To obtain a unique processor numbers for almost
all tasks, the following steps need to be conducted:
(1) For each group i and task Jj with at least two widths in group i,
compute the smallest processing time pj (l) among all processor numbers l ∈ [ai , bi ]. Let lj,i be such a processor number. Now place the
rectangles corresponding to task Jj in group i by (zj,i pj (lj,i ), lj,i ).
(2) For each task Jj with at least two widths in group 0: compute the
smallest area pj (l)l among all small processor numbers l ≤ ε0 m. Let lj,0
be such a processor number. Then replace all rectangles corresponding
to task Jj in group 0 by (zj,0 pj (lj,0 ), lj,0 ).
(3) Round all tasks over the groups using a general assignment problem:
Pn
z p (l )l
j=1
Pn j,0 j j,0 j,0
j,i pj (lj,i )
j=1 zP
M
i=0 zj,i
zj,i

≤
≤
=
≥

An ;
H/M, i = 1, . . . , M ;
1,
j = 1, . . . , n;
0,
j = 1, . . . , n, i = 1, . . . , M.

(4)

This formulation is closely related to scheduling tasks on unrelated machines
[22]. Thus, one can now round the variables zj,i such that there are at
12

most M fractional variables [22]. For tasks with integer variables, unique
processor numbers are allotted. The remaining tasks are executed at the end
of the schedule with processing time at most M . We now obtain a rectangle
packing instance with a set L0w = {(pj (lj,i ), lj,i )|zj,i = 1, i > 0} of wide
rectangles and a set L0n = {(pj (lj,0 ), lj,0 )|zj,0 = 1} for narrow rectangles.
(0) set δ ≤ min{1, ε/8}, ε0 = δ/(δ + 2), M = 1/ε02 ;
P
(1) compute the values xj,l = f ∈F :|f −1 (j)|=l xf /pj (l) ∈ [0, 1] for each task
Tj ∈ T and l;
(2) construct an instance of strip packing with rectangles (xj,l pj (l), l)
for xj,l > 0, and let Lw = {(xj,l pj (l), l)|l > ε0 m} and Ln =
{(xj,l pj (l), l)|l ≤ ε0 m}.
(3) apply the rounding technique to obtain a strip packing with instance
L0w = {(pj (lj,i ), lj,i )|zj,i = 1, i > 0} and L0n = {(pj (lj,0 ), lj,0 )|zj,0 = 1}
and set F = {Tj |zj,i ∈ (0, 1) for at least one i ∈ {0, . . . , M }};
(4) construct instance sup(L0w ) (via strip packing in [19]) with a constant
number M of distinct widths;
(5) solve fractional strip packing for sup(L0w ) approximately with ratio
(1 + δ) by the algorithm in [13] and round the solution to obtain only
M non-zero variables xj ;
(6) place the wide rectangles of L0w into the space generated by the nonzero variables xj ;
(7) insert the narrow rectangles of L0n using modified next fit decreasing
height [5, 19];
(8) schedule the tasks in F at the end of the schedule.

Table 2: The algorithm to convert a preemptive schedule to a nonpreemptive schedule in [14].
The algorithm to convert the preemptive schedule to non-preemptive
schedule is shown in Table 2. Hence, for any ε > 0, the AFPTAS for IMT
scheduling (MT1) works as follows: First we set δ = min{1, ε/8}. Then we
13

compute a (1 + δ)-approximate preemptive schedule, and finally we convert
the preemptive schedule into a non-preemptive schedule.
Theorem 3.1 If the maximum processing time is at most 1, then there
exists an AFPTAS for IMT scheduling (MT1) .
In [14], to improve the running time, a preprocessing step is added,
and speedup techniques in binary search and in solving linear program are
studied. Finally, a simplified AFPTAS for IMT scheduling (MT2) is also
presented.

4

An Approximation Algorithm for PCMT Scheduling with Tree Precedence

We study a special case of PCMT scheduling where the precedence graph
is a tree, a series parallel graph [31] or a bounded width graph. In [24] the
resulting schedule is carefully analyzed such that the bound of the increase of
the schedule length in the second phase (non-MT schedule) is estimated and
a 4-approximation algorithm for PCMT scheduling with tree
√ precedence is
obtained. The performance ratio is further improved to (3+ 5)/2 ≈ 2.61803
in [25].
As usual, the approximation algorithm in [25] for PCMT scheduling with
tree precedence has two phases. In the first phase the allotment problem is
solved such that each task is allotted a certain number of processors. In the
second phase, for the given allotment (maybe with slight modification from
the solution to the allotment problem), a non-MT schedule is obtained by
classical scheduling algorithms.
The allotment problem in this case is to find for each task a number of
processors, to minimize the following cost:
cost = max{L, W/m},

(5)

where L is the length of a critical path (the longest path in the precedence
graph under the allotment), and W is the sum of the works of all tasks.
We first study the second phase, i.e., given an allotment, to schedule
PCMTs according to their precedence. In fact in [25, 17, 18], a variant of
the list scheduling algorithm [12] is performed. Denoting by lj0 the number
of processors allotted to a task Jj in the allotment α0 generated in the first
phase (i.e., a solution to the allotment problem), the algorithm constructs

14

LIST (J, m, α0 , µ)
• generate new allotment α: lj = min{lj0 , µ} for j ∈ {1, . . . , n};
• SCHEDU LED = ∅;
• if SCHEDU LED 6= T then
– READY = {Jj |Γ− (j) ⊆ SCHEDU LED};
– compute the earliest possible starting time under α for all tasks
in READY ;
– schedule the task Jj ∈ READY with the smallest earliest starting
time;
– SCHEDU LED = SCHEDU LED ∪ {Jj };
• end

Table 3: Algorithm LIST
a new allotment α with a parameter µ ∈ {1, . . . , b(m + 1)/2c} defined later,
and then schedules all tasks. The algorithm is shown in Table 3.
Denote by α∗ the optimal (fractional) solution to the allotment problem,
and by L∗ and W ∗ its critical path length and total work. In addition, let L
and W denote the critical path length and total work of the final schedule
corresponding to allotment α.
The following bound holds by using (5) for α∗
∗
max{L∗ , W ∗ /m} ≤ Cmax
,

(6)

∗
where Cmax
is the length of α∗ . Clearly, it is also a lower bound of an optimal
PCMT schedule. Suppose that we have already a λ-approximate solution of
the allotment problem, i.e.,

max{L0 , W 0 /m} ≤ λ max{L∗ , W ∗ /m}.

(7)

Our goal is to find the link between the makespan of the final schedule and
the allotment in the first phase. Since in the second phase, each task Jj is
allotted lj ≤ lj0 processors, according to the property of MT2, the work does
not increase. Therefore
15
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T 1 and T 2

Figure 4: An example of the “heavy” path.

∗
W ≤ W 0 ≤ mλCmax
.

(8)

In the final schedule, the time interval [0, Cmax ] consists of three types of
time slots. In the first type of time slots, at most µ − 1 processors are busy.
In the second type of time slots, at least µ and at most m − µ processors are
busy. In the third type at least m − µ + 1 processors are busy. Denote by
T1 , T2 and T3 the sets of the three types time slots, and by |Ti | the overall
lengths for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In the case that µ = (m + 1)/2 and m odd, T2 = ∅.
In other cases all three types of time slots may exist. Clearly,
Cmax = |T1 | + |T2 | + |T3 |.

(9)

Since during the first (respectively, the second and the third) type of time
slots, at least one (respectively, µ and m − µ + 1) processors are busy, we
have
W ≥ |T1 | + µ|T2 | + (m − µ + 1)|T3 |.

(10)

Lemma 4.1 |T1 | + µ|T2 |/m ≤ L0 .
Proof: We construct a “heavy” directed path P in the final schedule. The
last task in the path P is any multiprocessor task Jj1 that completes at time
Cmax (the makespan of the final schedule). After we have defined the last
i ≥ 1 tasks Jji → Jji−1 → · · · → Jj2 → Jj1 on the path P, we can determine
the next task Jji+1 as follows: Consider the latest time slot t in T1 ∪ T2 that
16

is before the starting time of task Jji in the final schedule. Let V 0 be the set
of task Jji and its predecessor tasks that start after time t in the schedule.
Since during time slot t at most m − µ processors are busy, and since at
most µ processors are allotted to any task in V 0 , none of the tasks in V 0
can be ready for execution during the time slot t. Therefore for every task
in V 0 some predecessor is being executed during the time slot t. Then we
select any predecessor of task Jji that is running during slot t as the next
task Jji+1 on the path P. This search procedure stops when P contains a
task that starts before any time slot in T1 ∪ T2 . An example of the “heavy”
path is illustrated in Figure 4. Now we examine the stretch of processing
time for all jobs in P in the rounding procedure of the first phase and in the
new allotment α of the second phase.
Consider a task Jj in the resulting path P. If in the final schedule
lj < µ, then in the first phase lj0 = lj < µ. If lj = µ, then µ ≤ lj0 ≤ m. Since
lj pj (lj ) ≤ lj0 pj (lj0 ) by the property of MT2, pj (lj0 )/pj (lj ) ≥ µ/lj0 ≥ µ/m.
With the construction of the directed path P, it covers all time slots in
T1 ∪ T2 in the final schedule. In addition, denote by L0 (P) the length of
path P in allotment α0 . The tasks during time slots in T1 contribute a total
length of at least |T1 | to L0 (P), and tasks in T2 contribute at least µ|T2 |/m
to L0 (P). Because L0 (P) ≤ L0 , the lemma follows.
Combining the above bounds, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 4.1 If there exists a λ-approximation algorithm for the allotment
problem, then there exists a λr-approximation algorithm for PCMT scheduling (MT1), where r = min1≤µ≤b(m+1)/2c max{m/µ, (2m − µ)/(m − µ + 1)}.
Proof: Multiplying (9) by m − µ + 1 and subtracting (10) from it yields
(m − µ + 1)Cmax ≤ W + (m − µ)|T1 | + (m − 2µ + 1)|T2 |.

(11)

We consider two cases. In the first case, m/µ ≤ (2m − µ)/(m − µ + 1). Thus,
r = (2m − µ)/(m − µ + 1) and (m − 2µ + 1) ≤ µ(m − µ)/m. Substituting this
into (11), using Lemma 4.1, (8), (7) and (6) we have (m−µ+1)Cmax ≤ (2m−
∗ , and the resulting schedule is indeed a λr-approximate solution.
µ)λCmax
The analysis of the other case is analogous.
Furthermore, it can be proven that for √
all m ≥ 2, µ equals either the
5m2 − 4m)/2,
integer
above
or
the
integer
below
(3m
−
√
√ and r < (3 +
5)/2 ≈ 2.61803. As√m tends to infinity, µ tends to (3 − 5)/2 ≈ 0.38196,
and r tends to (3 + 5)/2.
We have now established the relation between the approximation ratio
for the allotment problem and PCMT scheduling (MT2). When the prece17

dence graph is a tree, a series parallel graph, or a bounded width graph,
the allotment problem can be solved approximately with ratio 1 + ε (for any
ε > 0) by dynamic programming [24, 25]. In this way, we have already obtained a 2.61803-approximation algorithm for PCMT with tree precedence
(MT2).

5

Approximation Algorithm for PCMT Scheduling

In the case of arbitrary precedence graphs, the allotment problem is related
to the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem [7, 36], which is N P-complete
[8]. In fact, the approximation algorithm in [36] for the discrete time-cost
tradeoff problem is employed to solve the allotment problem in [25] for a
5.23606-approximation algorithm for PCMT Scheduling (MT2).
An instance of the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem is a project given
by a finite set J of activities with a partial order (J, ≺) on the set of activities. All activities have to be executed in accordance with the precedence
constraints given by the partial order. Each activity Jj ∈ J has a set of
feasible durations {dj1 , . . . , djk(j) } sorted in a non-decreasing order, and has
a non-increasing non-negative cost function cj : R+ → R+ ∪ {∞}, where
cj (xj ) is the amount paid to run Jj with duration xj .
Skutella [36] presented approximation algorithms for above problems, in
particular, an algorithm for the bicriteria problem such that c(x) < B/(1−ρ)
and t(x) ≤ L/ρ for a fixed ρ ∈ (0, 1). The budget problem can be described
as the following integer linear program:
min L
s.t. 0 ≤ Cj ≤ L,
for all j;
Ci + xjP
≤ Cj ,
for all i ∈ Γ− (j) and all j;
n
c(x) = j=1 cj (xj ) ≤ B;
xj ∈ {dj1 , . . . , djk(j) },
for all j.

(12)

Here Cj is the completion time of activity Jj , cj (xj ) the cost of the duration
xj and djp the p-th feasible duration of activity Jj . The first set of constraints
shows that completion times of any tasks are bounded by the project length.
The second set is related to the precedence constraints. In addition, the third
set of constraint means that the total cost should be bounded by the budget
B.
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To solve it, first a “reduced” cost function ĉ is set such that for any duration djl , ĉj (djl ) = cj (djl ) − cj (djk(j) ). Since djk(j) is the maximum duration
for activity Jj , cj (djk(j) ) is the minimum over all durations P
for activity Jj
and the “reduced” cost ĉ is also positive. The amount of P = nj=1 cj (djk(j) )
is called the “fixed” cost. In the second step, the “reduced” instance is transformed to a two-duration instance such that each given “virtual” activity
has only at most two feasible durations. For any activity Jj , we introduce
the first “virtual” activity Jj1 as follows: Jj1 has only two fixed feasible
durations sj (1) = tj (1) = dj1 , and the corresponding “virtual” costs are
c̄j (sj (1)) = c̄j (tj (1)) = 0. Then for each 1 < i ≤ k(j) a “virtual” activity
Jji is introduced. Each “virtual” activity Jji has a duration xji chosen from
only two feasible “virtual” durations sj (i) = 0 and tj (i) = dji , and the corresponding “virtual” costs are c̄ji (sj (i)) = ĉj (dji−1 )−ĉj (dji ) and c̄ji (tj (i)) = 0.
It is easy to verify that for each activity Jj , the sum of corresponding “virtual” costs equals to the “reduced” cost. Thus the activity Jj can be modelled as k(j) parallel “virtual” activities, which are represented by parallel
edges in the edge diagram. Then there is a canonical mapping of feasible
durations xj for activity Jj to tuples of feasible durations xj1 , . . . , xjk(j) for
“virtual” activities Jj1 , . . . , Jjk(j) such that the duration of the activity Jj
is the maximum over all durations of the corresponding “virtual” activities
and the cost of Jj is the sum of the costs of the “virtual” activities, i.e.,
Pk(j)
xj = max{xj1 , . . . , xjk(j) } and ĉj (xj ) = i=1 c̄ji (xji ). Moreover, this mapping is bijective if we restrict ourselves without loss of generality to tuples of
durations xj1 , . . . , xjk(j) satisfying xji = tj (i) if tj (i) ≤ max{xj1 , . . . , xjk(j) }.
In this way we have obtained a two-duration instance such that each activity
has at most two feasible durations, and the solution of this instance can be
transformed to a solution of the “reduced” instance.
Finally, we consider the linear relaxation of the two-duration instance,
where for each “virtual”activity Jji , the “virtual” cost function is linear and
non-increasing within the interval [sj (i), tj (i)] as follows:

∞,
if y < sj (i);


 t (i) − y
y
−
s
(i)
j
j
c̄ji (sj (i)) +
c̄j (tj (i)), if sj (i) ≤ y ≤ tj (i);
c̄ji (y) =

t
(i)
−
s
(i)
t
(i)
−
sj (i) i
j
j
j


c̄ji (tj (i)) = 0,
if y ≥ tj (i).
(13)
Therefore we are able to find a fractional solution of the linear relaxation
of the two-duration instance. To obtain a feasible (integer) solution of (12),
we need to take some rounding technique. For a given ρ ∈ (0, 1), if for a
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“virtual” activity Jji the fractional solution xji ∈ [0, ρdjk(j) ), we round it
to x̄ji = 0. Otherwise if xji ∈ [ρdjk(j) , djk(j) ] we round it to x̄ji = djk(j) ,
where x̄ is the rounded solution. In this way, Skutella shows that ĉ(x) ≤
(B − P )/(1 − ρ) and Cmax ≤ L/ρ, where B − P is the optimal cost for the
linear relaxation of (12) with a deadline L.
In [25], the above algorithm is applied together with binary search to
solve the allotment problem approximately. The rounding parameter ρ =
1/2 is set to obtain a 2-approximation algorithm for the allotment problem.
According to Theorem 4.1, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 5.1 There exists a 5.23606-approximation algorithm for PCMT
scheduling (MT2).

5.1

Improved Approximation Algorithm for PCMT Scheduling

Jansen and Zhang [18] noticed the following two facts: First, solving the
discrete time-cost tradeoff problem for the two optimization criteria with
the same ratio in the first phase in [25] does not necessarily lead to the best
possible ratio for the whole algorithm; Second, the “fixed” cost in solving
the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem does not change during the rounding
procedure. Thus, they further improved the approximation ratio for PCMT
scheduling (MT2) to 4.730598.
In their algorithm, the rounding parameter ρ is not fixed to be 1/2, but
is used as a variable parameter in the second phase. In this way, a min-max
nonlinear program is obtained, whose objective value is the approximation
ratio. In this way the ratio can only be improved to 5.162 [39]. In addition,
the “fixed” cost is carefully separated, and a new linear relaxation for the
allotted problem is developed to avoid the binary search.
For any malleable task Jj of MT2, we also denote by w(·) the work function in processing time, i.e., wj (pj (l)) = Wj (l). Denote by xj the fractional
duration of the allotment problem (or the processing time). The new linear
relaxation of the allotment problem is:
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min C = max{L, W/m}
s.t. 0 ≤ Cj ≤ L,
Cj + xk ≤ Ck ,
xj ≤ pj (1),
xji ≤ xj ,
0 ≤ xji ≤ pj (i),
xj1 = pj (m),
P
ŵj (xjP
)= m
i=1 w̄ji (xji ),
P = nj=1 pj (1);
Pn
j=1 ŵj (xj ) + P ≤ W,

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

all
all
all
all
all
all
all

j;
j and k ∈ Γ+ (j);
j;
j and i = 1, . . . , m;
j and i = 2, . . . , m;
j;
j;

(14)

where the “virtual” work function w̄j (xjm ) = 0, and for all j and i =
1, . . . , m − 1:
w̄ji (xji ) = [Wj (i + 1) − Wj (i)](pj (i) − xji )/pj (i).

(15)

The rounding technique in [36] is applied here, and one can show
L0 ≤ L∗ /ρ

and

(W 0 − P ) ≤ (W ∗ − P )/(1 − ρ).

(16)

Furthermore, the bounds (6), (8) and (9) still holds. We can prove the
following bound similar to (4.1):
∗ .
Lemma 5.1 ρ|T1 | + min{µ/m, ρ}|T2 | ≤ Cmax
∗
Denote by xi = |Ti |/Cmax
the normalized lengths of the i-th type of time
slots, it can be shown that the approximation ratio is the objective value of
the following min-max nonlinear program:

x1 (m − µ)(1 − ρ) + x2 (1 − ρ)(m − 2µ + 1) + m
(m − µ)(1 − ρ) + 1
s.t. ρx1 + min{ρ, µ/m}x2 ≤ 1;
x1 + x2 (µ(1 − ρ) + ρ) ≤ m;
x1 , x2 ≥ 0;
ρ ∈ (0, 1);
µ ∈ {1, . . . , b(m + 1)/2c}.

minµ,ρ maxx1 ,x2

(17)

A complicated analysis is needed to solve (17). It can be shown that to
obtain the optimal value, analytic roots of a polynomial of degree 6 with
parameter-coefficients are required, which is in general
√ impossible. Thus in
[18] the parameters are set as ρ = 0.43 and µ = (93m− 4349m2 − 4300m)/100.
Hence they show
21

Theorem 5.2 There exists an algorithm for PCMT scheduling (MT2) with
an approximation ratio
√
100 100 (43m − 100)(57 4349m2 − 4300m − 399m − 4300)
r ≤
+
43
43 √
139707m2 − 174021m − 184900
100 100( 4349 − 7)
≤
+
≈ 4.730598.
43
2451
It is also proved that when m tends to infinity, the optimal asymptotic
choices are r = 0.430991 and m → 0.270875m. In this case the ratio r →
4.730577.

5.2

Approximation Algorithm for PCMT Scheduling (MT3)

Jansen and Zhang [17] also studied the model MT3, which is a generalization
of the continuous model by [33, 34, 35]. The ideas are similar to those for
MT2 in [18].
First, one can show that MT3 is a special case of MT2 where the work
function is convex in the processing times. Then a piecewise linear program with convex constraints is developed for the relaxed allotment problem,
which is polynomial time solvable. Finally the variant of the list scheduling
algorithm is applied to obtain a feasible schedule.
The relaxed allotment problem can be formulated as
min C = max{L, W/m}
s.t. Ci + xj ≤ Cj ,
for all j and i ∈ Γ− (j);
0 ≤ Cj ≤PL,
for all j;
W/m = nj=1 wj (xj )/m;
xj ∈ [pj (m), pj (1)],
for all j,

(18)

where the continuous work function is defined as follows: If x = pj (l) for
l = 1, . . . , m, then wj (xj ) = wj (pj (l)). If x ∈ (pj (l + 1), pj (l)) for l =
1, . . . , m − 1, then
wj (pj (l + 1)) − wj (pj (l))
wj (pj (l))pj (l + 1) − wj (pj (l + 1))pj (l)
xj +
pj (l + 1) − pj (l)
pj (l + 1) − pj (l)
(19)
In the interval [pj (l + 1), pj (l)], we define a critical point lc such that lc =
l + 1 − ρ for the rounding parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The processing time pj (lc )
is given by pj (lc ) = pj (l + 1 − ρ) = ρpj (l) + (1 − ρ)pj (l + 1), and its work is
wj (pj (lc )) = (1−ρ)wj (pj (l+1))+ρwj (pj (l)) = (1−ρ)(l+1)pj (l+1)+ρlpj (l).
wj (xj ) =
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We apply the following rounding technique for the fractional solution to
(18): If x∗j ≥ pj (lc ) it is rounded up to pj (l), and otherwise rounded down
to pj (l + 1).
We have the following new bounds:
Lemma 5.2 For any job Jj , in the allotment α0 its processing time pj (lj0 ) ≤
2x∗j /(1 + ρ), and the its work wj (pj (lj0 )) = lj0 pj (lj0 ) ≤ 2lj∗ x∗j /(2 − ρ) =
2wj (x∗j )/(2 − ρ), where x∗j is the optimal solution to (18).
∗ .
Lemma 5.3 (1 + ρ)|T1 |/2 + min{µ/m, (1 + ρ)/2}|T2 | ≤ Cmax

Then the the approximation ratio is the objective value of the following
min-max nonlinear program:
2m/(2 − ρ) + (m − µ)x1 + (m − 2µ + 1)x2
m−µ+1
s.t. (1 + ρ)x1 /2 + min{µ/m, (1 + ρ)/2}x2 ≤ 1;
x1 , x2 ≥ 0;
ρ ∈ [0, 1];
µ ∈ {1, . . . , b(m + 1)/2c}.

minµ,ρ maxx1 ,x2

(20)

Again, the optimal solution can not be obtained analytically
in general.
√
Hence the parameter settings are r = 0.26 and m = (113m− 6469m2 − 6300m)/100.
Theorem 5.3 There exists an algorithm for PCMT scheduling (MT3) with
an approximation ratio
√
100
100 (63m − 87)( 6469m2 − 6300m + 13m)
r ≤
+
63
345303
m2 − m
√
100 100( 6469 + 13)
≤
+
≈ 3.291919.
63
5481
It is also proved that when m tends to infinity, the optimal asymptotic
choices are r = 0.261917 and m → 0.325907m. In this case the ratio r →
3.291913.
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